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Abstract

TicTacToon is a system for professional 2D animation studios that
replaces the traditional paper-based production process. TicTac-
Toon is the first animation system to use vector-based sketching and
painting: it uses an original method to transform a pen trajectory
with varying pressure into a stroke of varying thickness, in real-
time. TicTacToon provides resolution independence, a virtually in-
finite number of layers, the ability to dynamically manage perspec-
tive and sophisticated support for reuse of drawings. Other innova-
tions include replacementof the rostrum model with a 3D model and
integration into the overall 2D animation production process.

TicTacToon is in daily use by 2D animation studios for a wide
range of productions, from commercials to television series and
even a feature film. The user interface enables professionals to
sketch and draw as they do on paper. Over 100 professional ani-
mators have used the system over a period of two years and most
need less than an hour before beginning productive work. TicTac-
Toon eliminates most tedious tasks and frees professional animators
for more creative work.
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1 Introduction

The field of professional 2D animation has not profited much from
advances in computer-assisted animation. Most professional stu-
dios still animate by hand, using a process that has changed little
since the 1950’s. In striking contrast to related fields such as com-
mercials, art and 3D animation, 2D animation studios use comput-
ers in a supporting rather than a central role. Walt Disney Feature
Animation [28] is the exception; they have been using a computer-
assisted system since 1987. The key issues identified by Edwin Cat-
mull [9] 17 years ago remain issues today.

Why are computer graphics tools so difficult to apply to 2D an-
imation? It is not enough to simply solve technical problems. The
studio must also be convinced. Today’s creation process is essen-
tially a production line, in which a studio of 50 to 300 people work
together to produce tens of thousands of drawings for a single fea-
ture film or television episode. Everyone has a specified role and
follows detailed procedures to move from one stage to the next. Any
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attempt to computerize the traditional set of tasks must take into ac-
count overhead costs in both time and quality.

This paper begins by describing the animation process, to illus-
trate the problems faced by 2D animation studios. We then examine
other solutions, partial or global, that have already been proposed.
We then describe TicTacToon and evaluate it based on how well it
addresses specific technical issues, handles user interface concerns
and fits within the social organization of an animation studio.

1.1 The Traditional Animation Process

Figure 1 shows the traditional animation process. Most steps in-
volve an exposure sheet, which lists all the frames in a scene. Each
line includes the phoneme pronounced by each character and the or-
der and position in which the camera will shoot the figures and the
background.

Each scene requires a set of stages, of which only the background
can be painted in parallel with the animation stages (from key-frame
to paint). The stages include:

Story Board: Splits script into scenes with dialog and music.

Sound Track: Records dialog and music in prototype form.

Sound Detection: Fills the dialog column of an exposure sheet.

Layout: Manages the drawing of backgrounds and main character
positions, with specifications for camera movement and other
animation characteristics.

Background Painting: Paints the background according to the
layout.

Key Frame Animation: Draws extreme positions of characters as
specified by the layout. Provides instructions for the in-
betweeners.

In-Betweening: Draws the missing frames according to the key-
frame animator’s instructions.

Cleaning: Cleans up the drawings to achieve final quality of the
strokes.

Paint: Photocopies the clean drawings onto acetate celluloid (cels)
and paints zones with water color.

Check: Verifies animation and backgrounds according to the lay-
out and approves for shooting.

Record: Shoots frame-by-frame on film or video, using a rostrum
(explained later).
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2 State of the Art

Robertson’s [27] survey of commercial computer graphics systems
identifies two main types of animation systems: Ink and Paint and
Automated In-Betweening. In both cases, all artwork is drawn on pa-
per and later digitized and managed by the computer after the clean-
ing stage (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)).

2.1 Ink and Paint Systems

Ink and Paint systems perform the following steps, starting from
scanned images of each animated character:

� Remove noise from images.

� Close gaps between strokes to prepare for paint.

� Paint using seed-fill.

� Compose images of characters and backgrounds, applying
zoom, rotation and pans as in a rostrum.

� Record on film or video.

2.2 Automated In-Betweening Systems

Automated In-Betweening systems begin with a scanned key frame
and perform the following steps:

� Clean and vectorize, sometimes using semi-automatic meth-
ods.

� Match pairs of drawings or match drawings to a template (see
below).

� Paint, if colors are not part of the template.

� Interpolate in-betweens according to an exposure sheet.

� Render and compose images of characters and backgrounds,
applying zoom, rotation and pans as in a rostrum.

� Record on film or video.

� Put in database for reuse.

2.3 Technical Issues

Catmull [9] and, more recently, Durand [10] discuss several tech-
nical issues to address in order to provide an effective system. We
review some of them here.

2.3.1 Input of drawings

All commercial systems involve scanning drawings. Ink and Paint
systems — like PEGS [34] and Toonz [21] — must scan every draw-
ing whereas Automated In-Betweening systems — like Animo [7]
— need only scan the key drawings. Catmull mentions tablets as a
possible solution, but Durand argues that, “as sophisticated as they
may be at this time, [they] could not offer the same versatility as tra-
ditional tools.”

Toonz and PEGS scan drawings at a multiple of the final resolu-
tion to avoid jaggies. PEGS can optionally micro-vectorize scanned
animations. The Animo system provides tools for automatic tracing
from the scanned key drawing. In all cases, an operator is required
for checking the results.
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Figure 1: Work flow of the different stages in animation Work done
on computers is marked with a dark background



2.3.2 Automated In-Betweening

The two main classes of Automated In-Betweening systems are
based on templates [6, 7] or explicit correspondence [31]. In
template-based systems, a designer creates a template for each char-
acter. Animators must then restrict the character’s movements ac-
cording to the template. An operator must specify the correspon-
dence between each key frame and the template. Explicit corre-
spondence systems use two key drawings and generate in-betweens
on a curve-by-curve basis. An operator is also required to specify
the correspondence between the curves on the two key drawings.
Sometimes, a zero-length curve must be created when a new detail
appears or disappears between them.

2.3.3 Animation Painting

Ink and Paint systems use an area flooding algorithm [19]. All sys-
tems optimize the painting when successivedrawings of a character
contain zones that are mostly aligned and have the same color.

Automated In-Betweening systems associate graphic attributes
with zones during the specification of correspondence.

2.3.4 Construction of Image Layers

Ink and Paint systems only manipulate pixel images. They support
transforms to the geometry (pan, zoom, rotate), as well as to the
color intensity, as described in [35]. In addition, all the commercial
systems can apply special effects — specified in the software expo-
sure sheet — to layers (color transforms, blur, transparency, etc.)

Vector-basedsystems use a variant of the scan-line algorithm [13,
pages 92–99] to transform their graphical structure into a pixel im-
age. For graphical attributes, flat colors and constant transparency
are simple to implement. Automated In-Betweening systems such
as [7] can also use textures and shading on animated characters since
they can maintain space coherence.

2.3.5 Composition of Image Layers

Ink and Paint systems compose the layers using the alpha-blending
arithmetic [24]. Vector-based systems can choose to compose layers
at the pixel level or manage the composition during scan-conversion
[8]. Commercial products provide no information about this point.

For recording, all current computer-assisted systems use the ros-
trum model to specify the way images are composed, positioned and
turned relative to the camera. A rostrum includes a camera, a set of
movable transparent trays holding the cels and a background area
(Figure 2). The camera axis is always perpendicular to the layers of
cels, but can be panned, moved forward or back, and zoomed in or
out. Cels can also be moved or rotated on the trays.

The rostrum model makes managing an animation’s perspective
difficult. The animator must use traditional techniques for drawing
perspective and translate it into the physical movement of the dif-
ferent layers of the rostrum. The computer system can only check if
the calculation was correct and help to fix errors. Although Levoy
[18] has proposed using a 3D editor, no commercial system has im-
plemented one.

2.3.6 Other Computer Tools

Studios are not hostile to computer systems. They already use
computer tools to assist them in stages such as storyboarding,
sound detection, and layout. However, the data they produce must
be re-entered into the process by hand.

Storyboards can be fine-tuned with an editing system (e.g. [2]) by
mixing rough images with a sound track. The resulting storyboard
must then be re-entered by hand.
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Figure 2: A Rostrum.

Sound Detection can be performed automatically by transforming
the sound track into a list of phonemeswhich are then be transcribed
by hand onto an exposure sheet.
Complicated layouts can be created with a 3D program, live action
or rotoscoping. However, these cannot be integrated: the layout is
printed on paper and used as in a traditional layout.
Animation can be checked with pencil tests. The animators record
several drawings on a computer and play the animation in real time.
Each drawing must be input with a scanner or camera and a subset
of the exposure sheet must be typed in. Although computers have
been available at this stage for some time, they are not always effi-
cient. Animators must usually wait for the equipment, so they tend
to draw more in-betweens than necessary. They later remove them,
after checking the action on the pencil test machine.

3 Animation with TicTacToon

TicTacToon is designed to support a paperless 2D animation pro-
duction line. To be successful, we had to solve a number of tech-
nical problems, provide a user interface that enhances the existing
skills of professional animators and take into account the existing
organizational structure of today’s animation studios. This section
describes the overall system and how it addresses each issue.

3.1 System Overview

TicTacToon structures the stages of the production line into a set of
tasks. A workstation is assigned to a specific stage and individual
tasks are performed within rooms [3] listed below:

� Lobby

� Storyboard/Database

� Layout

� Exposure Sheet

� Sketching/Animation

� Paint

� Render/Record

� Scan

� Electronic Mail

Figure 1(c) shows that TicTacToon supports all stages of produc-
tion, except sound track recording. Major features include:

� a paperless process to avoid changing media,

� resolution independence to use real perspective and to enable
reuse of drawings at any zoom level,



� a user interface that replicates the tools used by animators on
paper, and

� a 3D model to replace the rostrum model.

Thesefeatures eliminate many tedious tasks and increase produc-
tivity. TicTacToon also provides innovative solutions to the follow-
ing problems:

� drawing directly on a computer system,

� painting on a vector-based system, and

� providing an environment acceptable to traditional animators
without too much training.

TicTacToon runs on Digital Alpha AXP workstations using the
X Window System [29] and a modified version of the InterViews
toolkit [20, 11]. TicTacToon does not require any special graphic
hardware; it interacts with the digitizer using the X Input Extension
protocol [12].

3.2 Technical Issues

The design of TicTacToon poses several technical problems. This
section describes how TicTacToon handles sketching, painting and
rendering. Sketching is vector-based and painting uses planar maps
and a gap-closing technique.

3.2.1 Vector-based sketching

Vector-based sketching poses two main problems: finding fast-
enough algorithms and making a user interface suited to the anima-
tor’s work. Three steps are involved: providing graphical feedback
as the user draws, vectorizing the curve when the pen goes up, and
redrawing the curve in place of the traced feedback. Users should
not notice the last two steps.

The tablet sends an event every time the pen’s state is modified.
The state contains a pressure level, ranging from 64 to 512, depend-
ing on the digitizer, and X and Y coordinates, with a precision of
0.002 inches. The surface is 18”x12”. Current digitizers can send
up to 200 events per second if the user moves quickly enough.

TicTacToon uses the brush/stroke model described in [26]. A
brush can be any convex shape and is defined by a Bézier path [1].
A stroke is a line drawn with a brush; the width is modulated by the
amount of pressure applied to the pen. Pen pressure is normalized
between 0 (no pressure) and 1 (full pressure). The brush shape is
scaled according to the pen pressure and a linear modulation func-
tion. This function is defined by two scaling factors for pressures 0
and 1. If the factors are equal, the result is a fixed-width pen. In gen-
eral, though, the scale factors are 0 for pressure 0 and 1 for pressure
1.

To compute the strokes, we use a variant of a fast curve fitting
algorithm developed by Thierry Pudet. Compared to Plass [23],
Schneider [30] and more recently Gonczarowski[16], this algorithm
tries to optimize the fitting time rather than the number of Bézier
segments that fit a set of sampled points.

Least Squares Curve Fitting Previous curve fitting algo-
rithms start with the samples, a tolerance parameter and perform the
following steps:

1. Filter the samples to reduce noise.

2. Find corners or other singular points.

3. Define an initial parameterization for the samples.
4. Perform a least-squares curve fitting.

5. If the distance between the curve and the samples greatly ex-
ceeds the tolerance, split the samples in two parts, apply step
3 to both parts and connect the resulting segments.

6. If the distance between the curve and the samples exceeds the
tolerance, change the parameterization and restart at 4.

7. Otherwise, output the segment.

In step 5, two more operations should be performed when split-
ting the samples: the splitting point should be chosen carefully and
the resulting fitted curves should connect smoothly, i.e. the deriva-
tive at the splitting point should be evaluated and the least-squares
fit should be constrained to maintain the direction of the derivatives
at the connecting ends.

Step 5 is the bottleneck for this algorithm. Splitting the sam-
ples at the point of maximum distance to the computed curve, as in
[30, 16], is computationally expensive, since the distance must be
computed for every sample. Yet, this step, together with step 6, is
essential for minimizing the number of segments.

Pudet avoids steps 6 and thus avoids computing the distance from
the fitted curve to each sample point. Step 5 becomes:

5. If the distance between the curve and any sample point ex-
ceeds the tolerance, split the samples in two parts at the mid-
dle, apply step 3 to both parts and connect the resulting seg-
ments.

6. Otherwise, output the segment.

If the algorithm were used to fit cubic Bézier segments, it would
produce too many small segments. Instead, Pudet fits quintic Bézier
segments, which have more freedom than cubic and tend to fit more
samples without re-parameterization.

Variable Width Stroke Pudet’s algorithm performs a second
curve fitting for the outline of the stroke. Our variation improves
feedback by eliminating this second fitting. We recompute the
curve’s envelope when it is redrawn and cache it to avoid further re-
computation. We draw the envelope of each curve by generating a
single polygon for the whole outline of the curve’s stroke. We have
optimized the most common brush shapes, e.g., circles and ellipses.

In order to make pressure information independentof the stroke’s
geometry, we define a stroke profile that maps a number between
0 and 1 (the normalized curvilinear index or NCI) to the pressure
at that point. For example, the NCI for a point halfway along the
stroke would be .5. This technique speeds computation of the en-
velope polygon and lets the stroke trajectory be modified while still
keeping pressure information.

Another problem is noise: even the best digitizers suffer from
both electronic interference and mechanical vibration. We apply a
simple low pass filter to the samples. The fitting in itself filters the
data, enabling the system to track the original gesture more accu-
rately.

In summary, curve fitting transforms the input samples into a list
of quintic Bézier segments and a stroke profile. Benefits include res-
olution independence (i.e., smooth curves at all zoom levels), com-
pact representation of the pen’s trajectory and filtering of the origi-
nal stroke.

We have tested the vector-based sketching technique with profes-
sional animators for two years. This software requires a workstation
with a fast FPU to achieve good performance; we used Digital AXP
machines. The results have been very promising. The only problem
reported involved performance when sketching and simultaneously
running another program that loads the machine.



Figure 3: A zone looks closed but is actually open at the upper left
corner.

We can envision a pathological case: drawing a very long stroke
without releasing the pen. However,we found that this rarely occurs
in practice. Animators only do it when cleaning a drawing and they
still take more time to start a new stroke than for TicTacToon to draw
the previous one.

3.2.2 Painting with planar maps and gap closing

A drawing consists of a list of strokes. In order to paint it, we must
define a set of zones from these strokes, i.e. compute the topology
of the drawing. We use the MapKernel library [14] to compute the
planar topology definedby a set of Bézier paths. This topology is in-
crementally modified when adding or removing edges and also sup-
ports hit detection. The set of zones is extracted from the planar map
as a new set of Bézier paths.

To compute the planar map, TicTacToon uses the central path
rather than the outlines of each stroke, which halves the planar map’s
size. This allows later modifications of the brush strokes, e.g., when
reusing a character. However, using central paths causes a problem:
a zone that appears closed may actually be open. Even if the edges
of the strokes intersect, the central paths may not (see Figure 3).

We use the algorithm we described in [15] that corrects this prob-
lem and finds the other small gaps that are always present in real
drawings. Gaps are closed by adding invisible lines and changing
the topology maintained by the MapKernel. This step takes sev-
eral seconds and is usually run in the background to avoid making
painters wait for the operation to finish. Once the gaps have been
closed, a painter simply selects a color and points to the relevant
zones. Painted zones are inserted at the beginning of the drawing’s
display list as one graphical element. This element consists of a
grouped list of background zones, described as Bézier paths with a
fill color. Since painted zones are rendered differently, as discussed
below, this element is given a special tag.

3.2.3 Rendering

We use a painter’s algorithm to render each graphic primitive into
an image buffer which is then composed into the final image using
alpha-blending arithmetic.

Our graphical primitives are very similar to PostScript [1], with
the following differences:

� Instead of cubic Bézier paths, we support Bézier curves up to
the 7th degree, though we only use quintics, cubics, quadratics
and lines.

� Pixel images can have an alpha channel.

� Colors have an alpha component.

� We use a brush shape and a stroke profile to modulate the
stroke width.

� Variations of attributes along and/or across the paths are sup-
ported, thus providing shading facilities (see Figure 5). We
Figure 4: A Lightbox used by animators.

call them annotations. For now, they apply to color and trans-
parency. An intuitive interface is available to generate such
annotations.

The rendering algorithm proceeds by breaking down the strokes
into elementary shaded polygons and scan-convert them.

First, the central Bézier path is discretized into line segments and
normals are computed. Then, if the path only has a pressure pro-
file, the stroke outline is generated and scan-converted. Otherwise,
if there is an annotation along the path, attribute values are computed
for each vertex of the discretized path and the stroke is split into 4-
sided shaded polygons. When there is an annotation across the path,
each polygon must be sliced into smaller pieces.

The polygons are then scan-converted into the image buffer. Af-
ter the last polygon has been processed, the image buffer is merged
with the final image.
The image buffer is used for applying special effects such as blur.
It also helps to alleviate one current limitation of the alpha-blending
arithmetic, which assumes that the area of a pixel covered by a poly-
gon is randomly distributed over that pixel. Since the paths pro-
duced by the paint program are contiguous and never overlap, if two
polygons overlap the same pixel, the total area covered is the sum
of each area, which violates the assumption. Our algorithm renders
all the components of such structured graphics into the same image
buffer and merges pixel values by adding each color/alpha compo-
nent (the “PLUS” operator of [24]). The image buffer is then over-
laid on the final image, using the regular “OVER” operator.

3.3 User Interface Issues

Animators usually spend eight hours a day drawing, so it is critical
to make the user interface both comfortable and easy to use. We ob-
served animators at work in order to understand their needs and then
iteratively designed the system, responding to their feedback about
a series of prototypes.

This section describes how traditional animators work and then
presents various aspects of TicTacToon’s user interface, emphasiz-
ing tools that support sketching and the layout module.

Traditional animators work on a Lightbox (Figure 4). The disk is
a sheet of translucent plastic that can be turned, using finger holes at
the top and bottom. A strip light behind the disk lights up all layers
of tracing paper at once.

Paper sheets are punched and inserted into peg bars, usually on
top of the disk. The holes act as a reference and are used to ac-
curately position the animations. Animators can work comfortably
with this setup all day long.

3.3.1 Animation and Sketching Tools

TicTacToon’s Animation Editor performs or enhances the following
functions of a lightbox:



� stacking drawings,

� turning the light on or off, for stacks as well as individual
drawings,

� changing the position of underlying drawings without actually
modifying the drawings themselves,

� quickly flipping between successivesketches to find and check
the best stroke position for a movement, and

� zooming, panning and turning the viewport.

TicTacToon provides a set of tools to support sketching, flipping
among sketches and turning the viewpoint.
Sketching: Animators begin drawing in-betweens by stacking the
initial and final key drawings. They put a new sheet of paper on the
lightbox, turn it on, and sketch an in-between, according to the key-
frame animator’s instructions. They regularly check their drawings
by turning off the light. The in-between animator must sometimes
superimpose different parts of key drawings. For example, if a char-
acter jumps and his arm also moves, the movement of the arm may
be seen more easily by superimposing the arms of the two key draw-
ings.

Translated into TicTacToon actions, an animator creates a new
drawing, drags the two key drawings, drops them into position, and
begins sketching with the digitizer pen. Different parts of the key
drawing can also be superimposed on the current drawing.
Flipping: Animators flip between sketches to check that their an-
imations are correct. This requires manual dexterity, since they
place the drawings between their fingers, and limits them to four or
five drawings. They must also flip non-sequentially, since drawings
are stacked as key 1, key 2 and in-betweens, rather than key 1, in-
betweens and key 2.

TicTacTooncan flip any number of drawings in any order. To cre-
ate the impression of movement, it is important to switch between
drawings in less than 5 milliseconds to maintain retinal persistency.
We cannot guarantee this redraw speed since complex vector-based
drawings can take an unbounded amount of time to draw. This is
not a problem for most animators, but those who use a large number
of strokes must check their animations with the pencil test module
instead of flipping. Alternatively, we could cache the drawings as
Pixmaps.
Turning the drawing: The human hand has mechanical constraints
that limit its precision in some positions [33]. Animators can turn
the disk to find the most comfortable and accurate drawing position.
Most animators draw with the right hand and use the left for turning
the drawing and turning the lightbox on and off.

TicTacToonalso lets animators draw with one hand while looking
at the drawing on the screen. Special function keys are assigned to
the keyboard so that the other hand need not move to perform the
following functions: undo/redo, flip up/flip down, turn the viewport,
and reset the viewport.
Partial Editing of Strokes: We provide almost unlimited
undo/redo. Animators make very few mistakes and would rather
erase and redraw a stroke than twiddle with curve parts. We
removed tools that enabled them to manipulate the Bézier curves
because they were distracting and never used constructively. We
may reconsider this decision if new paradigms for re-editing strokes
prove successful (e.g., [4]).
Graphical feedback from the pen: We have experimented with
several devices to provide feedback under the tracing pen. A ball-
point pen can be inserted into some cordless digitizers. If the anima-
tor places a sheet of paper on the digitizer, it is possible to draw with
both the pen and the computer. However, animators do not like the
feel of ball-point pens, which are too soft compared to their usual
pencils. Moreover, they cannot “undo” a stroke on paper.
We have also tried a cordless digitizer on an LCD screen. With
current hardware, a distance of several millimeters separates the pen
surface from the LCD screen. This produces a parallax error, simi-
lar to that observed with touch-sensitive screens [25]. It is difficult
for animators to continue their strokes because they often miss the
expected starting position.

Animators prefer to draw on a flat surface and look at the draw-
ing on the screen. One animator gave a compelling argument as to
why he preferred this approach. After three months of uninterrupted
work using TicTacToon, he tried using paper again. He told us that
he found it very annoying because his hand was always hiding some
part of the drawing.

3.3.2 The Layout Module

The Layout supports the whole animation process. It provides two
views: the exposure sheet and a 3D view (Figure 8). The exposure
sheet presents the logical structure of an animation: which charac-
ters and backgrounds are present in a specific frame. The 3D view
presents the graphical structure: the position of characters and back-
grounds and the trajectory they follow.

Unlike traditional animation, which provides only a static specifi-
cation of a scene,TicTacToon begins with a playable version of each
scene, using rough drawings. A layout animator can reuse anima-
tions or backgrounds from a database and can check camera move-
ments and synchronize them with character movements. A copy of
the layout specification is handed off to subsequent stages, which
replace rough drawings with new work. Animators can check their
drawings at any time, to ensure that they conform to the layout and
that the action works. The layout stage can also check that work has
been done correctly.

Unlike the traditional rostrum model, TicTacToon positions an-
imations in a 3D world, in a way similar to Levoy [18]. However,
the camera axis is always kept perpendicular to the drawings. This
model acts like a theater background designed to be seen from only
one perspective. As in 3D systems, the characters and camera are as-
signed a general trajectory in 3D space. Since they can’t turn around
the X or Y axis, they use 2D instead of 3D general transforms. This
model automatically maintains perspective and the correct stacking
order.

The columns of a traditional exposure sheet relate directly to the
levels of a rostrum. The columns in TicTacToon’s exposure sheet
contain one character or a character part. An animation can be seen
as a list of successivedrawings or grouped into a cycle, which is a re-
peatable list of consecutive drawings. For example, a walking char-
acter is usually defined with a cycle of 8 drawings. TicTacToon ex-
posure sheets handle cycles as structured objects that can be placed
on a trajectory and tuned precisely. Prototype walks can be stored
for most characters and reused as the basis for all their walks. Tele-
vision serials only define actions for a few specific angles: 0, 30o,
60o, 90o and the symmetricals. Storing reusable walks (and runs)
saves time for both the layout and other animators.

The Layout stage can check complex camera movements on pro-
totypes and precisely tune the movement of each character. Ani-
mators can modify prototype walks, as when a wounded character
limps, and save time by reusing parts of the prototype walk.

As in traditional animation, story boards consist of a set of small
sketchesof important actions in a scene with an associatedscript, in-
cluding dialog, music, and intentions. Figure 6 shows a Story Board
designed with TicTacToon.

Traditional animation uses only eight mouth shapes (Figure 7).
We have developeda mouth shapedetection program that avoids us-
ing phoneme recognition and is speaker and language independent.
The success rate is around 90%, with errors only at the transitions.
Mouth shapes can be edited, played and corrected and the result is
directly inserted in the sound column of the exposure sheet.
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Figure 5: Rendering effects on
strokes.
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Figure 6: The story board
module.
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Figure 7: The Voice Detection
module.
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Figure 8: The Layout module showing a front view, top view and side view of a scene.



Over 100 professional animators in several studios have used
TicTacToon over the past two years. So far, more than 90% were
able to immediately switch from paper to TicTacToon. The unsuc-
cessful animators included some who refused to try it, some who
were afraid of computers in general and some who had difficulties
with specific aspects of the user interface. Animators have been the
strongest supporters of TicTacToon and some have convinced their
studios to adopt it. This is in strong contradiction with Durand in
[10].

We addressed an early criticism of the digitizer’s pen and re-
placed it with a model that was both pressure sensitive and rigid.
The other major criticism is the digitizer’s surface which is too
slippy for some and too soft for others. We find similar kinds of in-
dividual preferences about pencil hardness and paper quality. Al-
though most animators adapt to the digitizer’s surface after about a
month, we are still investigating possible improvements.

3.4 Social organization of the work

To succeed, an animation system must provide more than useful
technical features and a good user interface; it must also fit within
the existing work context of an animation studio. Both formal and
informal communication are essential for the smooth running of a
studio. Since animators express themselves with cartoons as well
as words, we provide a metamail compliant mailer [5] with TicTac-
Toon. We receive mail messages from production sites all over the
world, including formal (bug reports, request for information) and
informal (jokes, tricks and caricatures), illustrating the same range
of communication as would be found in a traditional animation stu-
dio.

TicTacToon supports a number of operations that help manage
the production line. Animators exchange their work via exposure
sheets and a distributed database. They also use electronic mail to
notify the necessary people when their work is ready to be processed
and get feedback about their own work.We do not want the studio
staff to have to become system operators. TicTacToon does not re-
quire prior computer skills and we have hidden operating system
commands such as copying directories and naming files.

TicTacToon is designed to enhance the animation process, not
just raise productivity. As 3D production studios increase the scope
of their work, we expect that they will require the same level of or-
ganizational support needed by today’s 2D studios.

4 Discussion

Current tools to support animation have both advantages and dis-
advantages over traditional techniques. This section examines the
advantages and disadvantages of two types of computer tools, Ink
and Paint systems and Automated In-Betweening systems, and then
discusses the relative advantages and disadvantages of TicTacToon.

4.1 Ink and Paint Systems

4.1.1 Advantages

Speed up painting: Hand painting is the most tedious task in tra-
ditional animation: using a computer can speed up the process by a
factor of 5 [34]. The average speed is 100 drawings per day depend-
ing upon the number of zones per drawing and the number of colors
being used. In traditional animation, a maximum of 40 drawings can
be painted per day, with an average of 20.
Remove limits on the number of layers: Computers can also han-
dle more than the five composition layers found in traditional ani-
mation, which is limited by the opacity of acetate celluloid.
Simplify shooting: A virtual rostrum is easier to use than a real ros-
trum.
Allow images from other sources: Highest quality backgrounds
are still hand-painted and scanned in. However, images from other
sources — like paint programs, rendering programs or digitized live
action — can also be imported.

4.1.2 Disadvantages

Increase the cleaning time: Films require huge numbers of draw-
ings, in the order of tens of thousands. Computer systems can add
manual actions to traditional work and machine processing time can
be slow. For example, Ink and Paint systems require cleaner draw-
ings than traditional animation does. Animators must spend extra
time cleaning to avoid having the computer spend more time filter-
ing, which increases the cost of the hand-cleaning stage.
Consume large resources: Reuses, though possible, are only made
by large studios. With the exception of backgrounds, most images
are usually removed from disk after recording. Pixel images require
a lot of storage, especially if the final format is 35mm film. The
technology required to manage such images remains expensive and
without a planned long term production (over two years), the extra
storage and network cost is not guaranteed to be balanced by the in-
crease in productivity. Some systems address this by vectorizing the
images after the cleaning stage [34], most others don’t [21, 22].
Add medium change costs: Finally, several marginal costs result
from the transition between paper and computer:

� A special staff is required to scan and check drawings.

� The exposure sheet must be typed into the system.

� Information is not usually propagated back from the computer
to the paper world. Since artists do not receive feedback, some
problems recur.

The overhead of transferring between paper and computer ac-
counts for a minimum of 10% for a well-organized process to 25%
or more for less well-organized processes [17] in the final cost.

4.2 Automated In-Betweening Systems

4.2.1 Advantages

Reduce the number of hand-drawn in-betweens: Computer-
assisted In-betweening is designed to reduce the number of hand-
drawn in-betweens and increase reuse of animation. Once a drawing
has been vectorized and the correspondencespecified, an animation
can be tuned precisely. Some actions can be reused at different tem-
pos which also decreases the number of hand-drawn drawings.
Allow procedural rendering: Since zones and edges composing
successive key drawings are matched, the interpolation process can
automatically maintain space coherencebetween procedurally com-
puted attributes used for rendering. For example, the checked tex-
ture of a character’s shirt will be correctly animated when he moves
his arms. Unlike with traditional animation, many special effects
can be animated automatically.

Like Ink and Paint Systems, Automated In-Betweening Systems
allow an unlimited number of layers, an easier shooting and access
to images from other sources. Painting takes a small portion of the
key frame matching process.

4.2.2 Disadvantages

Change the nature of in-betweening and limit its complexity:
Crafting an animation with an Automated In-Betweening system is
slow: We have found that inputing and tuning simple in-betweens
take about the same time as drawing them by hand. Even with recent
advances in algorithms, it remains difficult to match a drawing to a
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Figure 9: Model of the Klaxon character and two key drawings very distorted from the model.
template or two successive drawings to each other. Template-based
systems require key drawings to conform to the model. (Figure 9 il-
lustrates how much key frames can differ from the model.) Explicit
correspondence systems must match each key drawing to the pre-
vious and next drawings. In both cases, the animation is restricted
to fairly standard drawings; matching unusual images is very time-
consuming.

Traditional animators use a special notation on the key frames
to specify the rhythm of the animation. Automated In-Betweening
systems make it difficult to control this rhythm, which lowers the
quality of the animation. Generating automated in-betweens is
time-consuming and transforms the animator’s work from drawing
images to removing and tuning the slowing in and slowing out of an
action. Tuning in-betweens requires a cross of skills from a tradi-
tional animator and a computer graphist who can precisely manipu-
late Bézier curve handles. Few such animators exist.

Require a skill in modeling: Template-based systems require both
3D modeling as well as traditional animation skills. Crafting a good
model is expensive and must be taken into account when estimating
the cost of the production. Given this cost, these systems are only
cost-effective for productions with few characters.

Does not provide as much reuse as expected: Animations are less
reusable than might be expected. Reuse must be planned at the sto-
ryboard stage, which is not integrated with the computer part of the
process. All these problems contribute to the perception by anima-
tion studios that computer assisted in-between programs produce
poor quality animation.

Moreover, like Ink and Paint systems, they also add medium
change costs.
4.3 TicTacToon

4.3.1 Advantages

Avoids medium change costs: With TicTacToon, all stages of the
work are performed on computer (see Figure 10, with one worksta-
tion being allocated to a specific stage. This avoids the cost of trans-
ferring from paper to computer.
Offers resolution independence: Vector-based backgrounds pro-
vide both resolution independence and more importantly, an alpha
channel. We also integrate pixel-based images, which can be made
with a paint program or scanned in.
Allows reuses: TicTacToon animations are vector-based (Bézier-
based) and require 20KB to 100KB per character. We provide a
database system to manage and qualify animations.
Distributes information in a playable form: Each stage has ac-
cess to all information, from the earliest written scenario to the
database of reusable images. Animators can test scenes at any time,
to clarify the author’s intent. Paper need not be carried from place
to place, risking loss or damage and animators can spend more time
at their desks drawing.
Provides interactive tools to increase animator’s productivity:
TicTacToon provides a number of features that support high quality
animation. Compared to Automated In-Betweening systems, ani-
mators spend more time on art work and can check their work in-
teractively. The animations themselves can be much more com-
plicated, sometimes containing hundreds of layers. Scenes can be
played and checked before even starting character animation and
background painting. As with traditional animation, TicTacToon
permits varying width strokes.

Animators using TicTacToon can work up to 30% faster than with
traditional animation. If we also include cut and paste and reuse of
existing images, the savings are even greater.

TicTacToon share all the advantages of Ink and Paint systems.



Painting speed is roughly the same. By improving the rostrum
model, it further simplifies the shooting of complex scenes, using
hundreds of layers. Also, TicTacToon accepts scannedbackgrounds
and provides tools to manage them, including cut overlays (chroma
key), assembly of background parts, and correct/adjust colorimetry.
These tools are the most tedious to use and implement.

Pixel-based backgrounds can be made device-independent by
scanning them at high resolution (we recommend 400 to 600 dpi).
Although this requires more storage, the relative number of back-
grounds is small (in the thousands) compared to the number of ani-
mated drawings.

4.3.2 Disadvantages

Changes the nature of layout: Some traditional layout animators
reported problems using the layout program. They are more familiar
with the rostrum model than the 3D model and have learned how
to “cheat” with perspective. However, layout animators who work
with special effects had no problems.
Does not allow fast enough flipping for some animators: Anima-
tors who use a large number of strokes can find the redraw latency
too slow when flipping between animations. These animators must
use the pencil test module to check their animation. Some animators
would like an in-betweening module for simple animations (see the
section on Future Work).
Does not change the nature of painting: Painting is still tedious,
although we have tuned the user interface to be as simple as possible.
The current interface is much faster, but keeps the painter so busy
clicking the mouse to paint and using the keyboard to change the
drawing that the job seems much more painful. The studios hire a
non-skilled person to perform this task. We would like to avoid this
gap in skill since it has important economic and social implications.
Limits the quality of vector-based backgrounds: Vector-based
backgrounds does not yet achieve the level of quality of pixel based
images made by the best paint programs or scanning.

5 Future work

We are enhancing TicTacToon in the following ways:
Speed up the painting process: We would like to handle cleaning
and painting in the same stage. This would require automatically
finding the color of a zone, either from a template or from a previ-
ously painted cel.
Support some procedural rendering: We already allow more
graphical effects than used on traditional character animation. How-
ever, we are working on adding procedural rendering like computed
texture for strokes and 3D effects.
Optimize rendering: Currently, a single frame can take from a few
seconds to several minutes to compute. Many optimizations can be
performed, including those described by Wallace [35] and Shantsis
[32]. Others are more specific to vector-based drawings, such as
caching rendered images for later reuse. However, since an image
recorder takes 30 seconds to shoot a frame on a 35mm film, it is only
important to increase rendering speed when images take more than
30 seconds.
Implement Computer-Assisted In-Betweening: Animators usu-
ally ask for assistance when in-betweening objects such as bounc-
ing balls, falling snow, and air bubbles in water. We are working on
a special module for this.
Connect with a 3D system: We are currently working on inferring
3D features from 2D drawings.
6 Conclusion

TicTacToon is a system for professional 2D animation studios that
replaces the traditional paper-based production process. It provides
a practical solution to the problem of converting from analog to dig-
ital 2D animation.

TicTacToon is the first animation system to use vector-based
sketching and painting. Other innovations include replacing the ros-
trum model with a constrained 3D model and integration of the sys-
tem into the overall 2D animation production process. TicTacToon
eliminates most tedious tasks, freeing animators for more creative
work. We believe that TicTacToon can be the first of a new genera-
tion of tools to support digital animation.
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(d) Painted drawing.
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(e) Final scene.

Figure 10: A character at different stages in the TicTacToon system


